
As an established leader in technology solutions for ambulatory surgery centers, physician clinics, 
IDN-a�liated non-acute sites, and a host of other providers, Inventory Optimization Solutions (IOS) drew 
on experience gained implementing materials management systems at more than 4,500 sites nation-
wide to develop its latest innovation, ENVI.  With greater power and �exibility, and the ability to integrate 
with a broader range of �nancial and clinical systems than ever before, ENVI’s unprecedented suite of 
features marks a bold new phase in the IOS mission to bring you  Healthcare's Smarter Supply ChainSM.

A fully featured MMIS
As a complete materials management information system (MMIS), ENVI brings improvements to every 
step of the procurement process from usage tracking to invoice approval while adding value to your 
existing systems through customized interfaces.

Built for the enterprise
Capable of scaling to �t the needs of disparate organizational structures and sizes, ENVI is particularly well 
suited for enterprise implementations where a single technology solution is needed to manage multiple 
sites and departments accessing a broad portfolio of purchased products. By channeling all purchasing 
activity through ENVI’s uni�ed platform, a single organization-wide item and vendor master allows 
connected locations to funnel purchases to approved vendors and gives administrators a clear view into 
their complete supply chain.

The new materials management
benchmark for the healthcare market
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Process Automation

� Reduces PO processing times by 50%
� Barcode scanner integration in many processes (physical counts, usage, order entry)

Inventory Reductions

� On-hand inventroy reduced 42%
� Reduction of expired products

Product Cost Reductions

� Price parity and product formulary compliance can reduce spend by 1.5%
� Contact tracking and compliance can reduce spend by 5-10%

Accounts Payable Integration

� Compare PO-Receiver-Invoice electronically to insure price and quantity accuracy
� No manual entry into �nancial system; interface from ENVI to �nancial system

Business Decision Support (Analytics)

� Visibility into purchasing trends, inventory levels across entire organization

INVENTORY CONTROL
- Manage stock inventories
- Leverage barcode scanners
- Track real-time product use

MOBILITY
- Web-based platform
- On-the-go visibility
- Phone & tablet optimized

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
- Clinical information systems
- Accounting systems
- Vendor PO punch-out

INVOICE APPROVAL
- Electronic 3-way match
- Price compliance tools
- Interface into AP system

REPORTING
- Visibility into supply chain
- Customizable reports
- Data extraction for BI tools

PURCHASING
-  Automated PO creation
-  Electronic requisitioning
-  Receiving and distribution

EDI TRANSACTION HUB
- 850 PO transmission
- 855 Order confirmation
- 810 Electronic invoicing


